This paper presents an approach for improving productivity in breweries. A case study of AB brewery was adopted. Traditionally, packaging line improve performance and productivity based on extrapolation of past experience, but in recent times, the traditional method could not meet up with high increase in demand of products, hence the need to adopt a new approach of using information technology and software to analyze problems and improving performance. Eleven weeks of the following data were collected and calculated; production outputs and running time; OPI and Target; and Packaging line downtimes. Downtimes were grouped into machine breakdown, planned downtime, and external downtimes and analyzed with histogram to know the impact of each group to the overall downtimes. To apply fishbone diagram, it was further grouped into Material, Method, Man and Machine after which a Pareto graph was plotted to understand the area of focus in tackling production system problems. Tecnomatrix plant simulation software was adopted to develop a simulation model that mimic the real system which further found hidden problems existing within the production system. Design of experiment was carried out to select the best alternatives from the results generated, and finally excel spreadsheet interface was developed for better analysis and performance tracking of optimized system. Result of data analysis indicated that machine breakdown and external downtimes were the major problems affecting performance, while simulation model revealed that unregulated system and un-optimized regulated lines recorded high
machine breakdown and speed losses which affected the production performance output respectively. Design of experiment found the best speed combination of sensors to optimize two labellers. = length of the buffer, taken as the distance between the block and the starve sensors. ρ = population of bottles or can on buffer chain of the conveyor over the length of the buffer as a percentage of the maximum number of bottles on the buffer chains of the conveyor over the length of the buffer Φ = fill level of conveyor as the percentage of the number of the containers on the buffer versus the possible number of bottles on the conveyor. Φ nom = nominal fill level is the fill level of the conveyor in the ideal state as set in the control. T acc nom = Nominal Accumulation For anti-starve buffers this means that the nominal accumulation is equal to the time it takes to empty the full conveyor over the length of the buffer minus the time is takes for bottles to travel the length of the buffer, For anti-block buffer this means that the nominal accumulation is equal to the time is takes to fill the conveyor over the length of the buffer minus the time is takes to fill the transportation part of the buffer T acc = Actual Accumulation T rec nom = The nominal recovery time is the time needed to regenerate the nominal accumulation, in other words the time needed to restore the buffer to its nominal state after a machine stop as long as the nominal accumulation. T rec = actual recovery time is the time needed to regenerate the accumulation that has been used by the machine stop(s). Stated differently it is the time the machine that has had a stop, has to run at its maximum speed. ŋ = lower limit of the line efficiency ŋ for a series system without buffers.
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INTRODUCTION
In today's highly competitive beer and beverage market, AB Brewery needs to stay ahead of its competitors. HNS Visie [1] emphasized that in competitive market more product brands will enter the market as customer demand is changing, volume of product demand is increasing, new product is being introduced, fixed costs as well as variable costs are increasing, and customers expect the same service and quality at reduced price. A packaging line is a series system which frequently has to deal with failures. The machines are put in a sequence and connected by conveyors, which can also serve as buffers. The capability to cope with customers' demands is priority in today's market where competition drives the market with continuous decrease in product price [2] . Every of avoidable wastage must be removed and existing capacity increased to compete favorably with new companies coming with ever emerging new technology. S. K. Subramaniam et al. [3] stressed that the efficiency of industrial production lines is crucial as it result in an improve production and utilization of available resources. The efficiency of most packaging lines is too low because of the occurrence of various machine failures. The average line efficiency is between 60% and 90% and the total production costs of beer consist mainly of packaging costs. Production continues almost seven days per week and 24 hours per day. Each day consists of three shifts of 8 hours and every shift the line is run by a team of operators. In order to improve packaging lines, it is necessary to have some means of predicting and explaining their performance and identifying the influence of the key line parameters (e.g. machine capacities, failure behavior, conveyor speed, buffer capacities, etc.). The recent developments in information technology within the packaging process enable the use of analysis methods to assess the efficiency of packaging lines. These methods can help to avoid line failures. Improving performance involves efficiency analysis of system using mathematics and information technology, which is applied on both process data of existing lines as well as in simulation studies. The activity involves gathering the appropriate data, representing these data in a comprehensible manner, calculating the relevant performance indicators [4] and interpreting these figures. The main goal is to understand or explain the loss of production output. The raw data is collected (in a database) manually and/or automatically from the line monitor System. The data analyst corrects these data for errors and noise, and filters out irrelevant data. For existing packaging lines the operators supply data either by writing events on a list or by pushing buttons on the line monitor system, the production manager provides the production schedules (including stops and change-over, and the administrator gives information about all costs. For new packaging lines data from comparable existing lines can be used or data can be generated by simulation; a sensitivity analysis of the efficiency analysis for these data can be performed. The data analyst transforms the edited data into information by combining these data and then constructing comprehensible graphs and calculating performance indicators [5] . The data should be analyzed over different production shift teams, different time periods, different product types, and different packaging lines. By creating standard and generally applicable methods, the efficiency analysis of packaging lines is made easier, more familiar and comparable. Comprehensive data analyses reveal the constraints that will be seen as an opportunity for improving the existing capacities and downtime reduction [6] . Just as Rahman [7] stated in theory of constraint that every system must have at least one constraint and that the existing constraints represent opportunities for improvement and that positive constraints determines the performance of a system. There is a need to see the identified constraints as an opportunity for improvement especially in the area of improving the existing production capacities currently underutilized.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS
AB Breweries has current challenges of sudden increase in product demands and introduction of new product brands to the market, which the current production capacities could not meet the daily demands of her customers. Process analysis revealed that the company is underutilizing existing production capacities and investing in new production lines requires huge capital expenditure. The best option and cost effective way is to increase the existing production capacities, currently underutilized due to lack of optimal line regulations, high machine breakdown, external and planned downtime and inability to develop a platform for better data analysis and tracking of improvement made overtime for sustainability.
AIM
The aim of this paper is to improve performance through line regulation optimization and downtimes reduction.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The objectives pursed in the research included to:  Carry out production system analysis through work-study; perform process and data analysis on the production system of AB breweries. Kegg [8] , said in 1970s, companies with transfer lines started studying the productivity of their lines and each discovered that the actual number of parts produced per year was about half of the theoretical maximum, which was widely discussed and published, but the causes of these production losses were kept classified. This led to the conclusion that sensors were needed in order to measure inefficiencies on different places on the production line and the sensors are called the Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). PLCs were the first major milestones in the use of electronics to extract information from sensors in manufacturing. Kegg, [8] carried out research on the importance of PLCs and found out that PLCs were reliable measure to collect data from the production line, which supports technicians to detect problems earlier and therefore amount to productivity increased. In the 80s the combination of PLCs and use of measurement systems allows to detect trends on machine failures and other inefficiencies, therefore the PLCs play in important role in the automation of production lines. Mahalik, N.G.P.C, Lee, [9] investigated another importance of sensors on a production line, with result that it helped to cope with high flexibility and productivity. Sensors do not only register information about machine breakdowns but also about starvation and blockage at the production line. Sensors are linked with conveyors, but also with machines. PLCs are usually positioned on the conveyors to collect information of the number of products.
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Machine parameter comprises of machine state, the failure behavior, machine efficiency and machine production rate.
Machine state:
Running: A machine is running when it is producing, this can be different speeds and with different reject rates. Planned downtime: A machine is planned down in the case the machine is stopped for planned maintenance, changeovers, not in use, etc. Machine internal failure: A machine has an internal failure when the machine stop is caused by a machine inherent failure. There are often many different failures causes depending on the complexity of the machine. Machine external failure: A machine has an external failure when the machine stop is caused by external factor, either caused by another part of the organization (e.g. no supply of empties, no beer, no electricity, etc.), or by the operator(s) of the line (e.g. lack of material such as labels, cartons, glue, etc.) and waiting time.
Starved: A machine is starved (or idle) when the machine stop is due to a lack of cans or bottles or cases. The machine has no input, i.e. the conveyor preceding the machine is empty, because of a reason upstream on the line. Note that some machines can be starved for more than one reasons, e.g. a packer can be starved for bottles and for boxes. Blocked: A machine is blocked when the machine stop is due to a backup of cans or bottles or cases, the machine has no room for output, i.e. the conveyor succeeding the machine is full, because of a reason downstream on the line. Note that some machines can be blocked for more than one reason, e.g. a de-palletizer can be blocked by pallets and by crates. Hence, a machine is either running, or a machine is not running for one of five reasons. The state 'planned down' and part of the state 'machine external failure' are not included in the calculation. Therefore the loss of production time on the core machine (i.e. the internal unplanned downtime) consists of the total time the core machine has an internal failure or an external failure due to the operation of the packaging line, and the total time the core machine is starved or blocked. This means that efficiency loss can be caused in three ways: either stops (of lower speed) due to the core machine itself, or due to stops upstream of the core machine, or due to stops downstream of the core machine. Sometimes it is hard to differentiate between machine internal failures and machine external failure (e.g. poor quality material), or between machine external failures and starvation /backup (e.g. material). F. L. Härte, [10] made an assumption that failures due to the machine internal failures are related to the machine external failures or due to other machines of the line (starved and blocked). This results in external unplanned downtime.
The machine efficiency ŋ machine is a measure for the availability of the machine. It is defined as the percentage of time that the machine is ready to operate, for the period specified:
The machine efficiency is the time the machine produced versus the time the machine could have produced. Obviously, the total planned downtime, external failure time, starved time and blocked time are not taken into account for measuring the machines availability. Also the machine speed is not considered. The machine efficiency is equal to:
Often these distribution functions are assumed to be exponential distribution functions. Alternatively the failure rate can be specified in terms of numbers per million, e.g. 200 stoppages per one million produced bottles or cans. This means that no matter how fast the machine is running the failure rate will be the same. This might be more in keeping with the quality specifications of the material which is also in units per million (or rather a percentage), and it might also explain why machines often show more failures at higher speeds (i.e. because of the constant failure rate the mean time between failures is shorter at higher speeds. On the other side, however, at higher speeds also the circumstances (e.g. temperature, trembling, etc.) are often different.
F. L. Härte, [10] classified MTBF as based on running time and not on clock time, which implicitly assumes that a machine cannot fail while being forced down by either being starved or blocked. Two types of models are typically used to estimate performance measures: simulation models and analytical models. Shannon, [11] define simulation as a process of designing a model of a system and conducting experiments with this model for the purpose either to understand the behavior of the system or to evaluate various strategies within the limits imposed by a criterion or set of criteria for the operation of the system. Discrete-event simulation models mimic the real system by constructing a list of events that occurs in the real life [12] . At each event occurrence, such as a process completion or a breakdown, new events are scheduled and added to the event list. The randomness in times between two events (arrival or breakdowns) is captured by drawing random numbers from pre-specified distributions. These distributions can be derived from data of the production system; both empirical and fitted distributions can be used and translated into stochastic variables. Wein & Chevalier, [13] stated the benefit of simulation as the ability to include stochastic variables, for example the inter arrival time of products and the breakdowns of machines. A simulation model is a simplified model of reality and is used to test out different production rules. Discrete event simulation (DES) techniques cover a broad collection of methods and applications that allows imitating, assessing, predicting and enhancing the behavior of large and complex real-world processes [14] . This work introduces a modern Tecnomatix Plant Simulation, developed with simulation software, to optimize both the design and operation of a complex beer packaging system. The proposed simulation model provides a 3D user-friendly graphical interface which allows evaluating the dynamic operation of the system over time. In turn, the simulation model has been used to perform a comprehensive sensitive analysis over the main process variables. In this way, several alternative scenarios have been assessed in order to achieve remarkable performance improvements. Alternative heuristics and optimization by simulation can be easily embedded into the proposed simulation environment. A. Tolk et al. [15] noted that numerical results generated by the Tecnomatrix Plant Simulation model clearly show that production and efficiency can be significantly enhanced when the packaging line is properly set up.
METHODOLOGY
The following system production data were collected; Availability, Performance and Quality to calculate OPI for 11 weeks , which is the performance indicator adopted; Raw downtime data were collected and filtered, then grouped in machine downtimes, external downtimes and planned downtimes and histogram graph was plotted to understand the impact of the group on the overall performance of the system, The data was further grouped into machine, method, material and man with the application of Fishbone Diagram, which further revealed the area of focus in attending the existing problems. With Pareto Analysis graph, the area of focus is clearly revealed. To further understand the system and know if there exist other hidden problems affecting production performance, a continuous discrete event simulation model was built with Tecnomatrix Plant Simulation Software, discovering that regulating and optimizing are the best approach to increase productivity. Factorial design of experiment was applied through changing of the existing sensors speeds of the two labellers and selecting the best result from alternative results, which optimized the system.
Line Efficiency
The line efficiency ŋ line is a measure of the efficiency of the packaging line during the period specified, and is calculated as follows: 
Machine Efficiency Analysis
The machine efficiency ŋ machine is a measure for the availability of the machine. It is defined as the percentage of time that the machine is ready to operate, for the period specified: If a conveyor consists of different segments, with either different widths and/or different speeds, the accumulation is calculated for each segment separately and these are then added together [18] . The maximum number of bottles on the buffer can be even higher, but because of machine control and quality reasons (bottle/can damage, label damage, etc.) extra space between the bottles is achieved in the control. This is called the unused buffer capacity F.L. Härte, [10].
For a Given Bottle or Can Conveyor

Nominal Accumulation
The nominal accumulation is the accumulation when the buffer is in the ideal or nominal state, i.e. the state when the line is producing without failures. The nominal Accumulation is equal to:
For anti-starve buffers this means that the nominal accumulation is equal to the time it takes to empty the full conveyor over the length of the buffer minus the time is takes for bottles to travel the length of the buffer, For anti-block buffer this means that the nominal accumulation is equal to the time is takes to fill the conveyor over the length of the buffer minus the time is takes to fill the transportation part of the buffer.
Actual accumulation
The actual accumulation is the accumulation that the buffer provides when the conveyor is in a given state. The state is described by the population of bottles on the length of the buffer. 
Actual recovery time
The actual recovery time is the time needed to regenerate the accumulation that has been used by the machine stop(s). Stated differently it is the time the machine that has had a stop, has to run at its maximum speed.
Accumulation rate= = * (20)
Nominal recovery rate= * ( ) *
Mean recovery rate= * ( ) * (22)
Buffer Performance Strategy Analysis
The data collected for the buffer strategy performance include:
• Line efficiency limits • Actual line efficiency
For the lower limit of the line efficiency ŋ for a series system without buffers it is assumed that the production rate of the line is the minimum of the machine capacities of the machines and the line availability is the product of the machine efficiencies. Then the line efficiency lower limit or zero-buffer limit is the product of the line production rate and the line availability.
Line production rate = ℎ (23)
Lower Limit=ŋ = * (25)
The upper limit of the line efficiency ŋ ∞ for a series system with infinite buffers, it is assumed that the line efficiency is the minimum of the Mean Effective Rates of the different machines. This results in the line efficiency upper limit or infinite-buffer limit.
Mean Effective Ratio ( ) = ŋ *
Upper limit = ŋ ∞ = Machines of minimum
The buffer strategy performance is calculated as the difference between the actual line efficiency ŋ and the line efficiency lower limit as percentage of the difference between the line efficiency upper limit and the line efficiency lower limit: 
RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS
The data analysis result was carried out to understand the current system performance and analyze the data necessary to understand the system problems. Table 1 show the result of the Machine Capacities, Efficiencies and Mean Effective Rate of the line. Table 2 shows the machine events of the production line 4, where running time, starvation, blockage, machine The lower and upper limits for the time period specified are shown in period was ŋ = 87% the resulting buffer performances is 50% 
The data analysis result was carried out to understand the current system performance and o understand the system problems. Table 1 show the result of the Machine Capacities, Efficiencies and Mean Effective Rate of the line. Table 2 shows the machine events of the production line 4, where running time, starvation, blockage, machine internal failure and lack of materials were determined. Table 4 calculated the OPI of the Line 1, 2 and 4 to understand the performance of the each line compared with OPI target of 60%. Table 5 show the weekly production output against the running time of Line 1, 2 an understand the causes of differences in production output against running time. Chart 4 and 5 clearly represent the differences that exist between Line 2 and 4 output and running time. Table 6 and 7 analyzed the downtimes of regulated Line 2 and Unregulated Line 4 understand the importance of regulation and the average downtimes recorded for the two lines. Table 9 compared the weekly frequencies of downtimes and downtimes to individual components of the system to ascertain how often system breakdown and time taken to restore the system downtimes while the result of Table 9 and 10 present Pareto Analysis of the grouped downtime to understand the area of focus in tackling downtimes problems. 135  97  131  110  105  99  100  98  99  100  99  99  125  95  119  130  93  121  135  96  130 The lower and upper limits for the time period specified are shown in Table 2 : Real efficiency for the = 87% the resulting buffer performances is 50%. lure and lack of materials were determined. Table 4 calculated the OPI of the Line 1, 2 and 4 to understand the performance of the each line compared with OPI target of 60%. Table 5 show the weekly production output against the running time of Line 1, 2 and 4 to understand the causes of differences in production output against running time. Chart 4 and 5 clearly represent the differences that exist between Line 2 and 4 output and running time. Table 6 and 7 analyzed the downtimes of egulated Line 4 understand the importance of regulation and the average downtimes recorded for the two lines. Table 9 compared the weekly frequencies of downtimes and downtimes to individual components of the system to ascertain how often and time taken to restore the system downtimes while the result of Table 9 and 10 present Pareto Analysis of the grouped downtime to understand the area of focus in efficiencies and mean effective rates From data analysis result, in Table 1 the wide differences in machine capacities of the lines in addition with long conveyor systems help the line to cope with internal failures of proceeding and succeeding machines to drastically reduce blockage, starvation and ensure continuous flow. Chart 1 indicates that Filler and Pasteurizer are the core machines and all other machines have increasing order of capacities upstream and downstream of core machines. The result of Table 3 , the machine event states, indicate that blockage and starvation were very high, hence the need to regulate the system. In Table 4 , the OPI of line 2 in most of the weekly production met the OPI target of 60%, though some weeks;
capacities, machine efficiencies and mean effective rates
Lower and upper efficiency limit and buffer performance graph: Machine capacities, MER and line efficiency
Machine Event States for Filler
the production was below the target. In Line 4, the weekly production fall below the OPI target of 60% with an average of 26.7%. This is because Line 4 was not regulated and runs on (0 or 100%) speed resulting in high internal failure, blockage and starvation, while line 2 was regulated with speed adjustment of 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% depending on the need to adjust the speed. Chart 3 clearly represents the OPI results in histogram form. Table 5 , the production running time of line 4 was highest but due to high internal failure, blockage and starvation, the output of 1, 614,068 Carton units were small when compare to running time of 5,548 hours. This leads us to downtime analysis of the lines. Table 6 compared the average downtimes of week 41 to week 52 of unregulated line 4 with Table 7 of regulated line 2. The following results were obtained from downtimes analysis of line 2 and 4: In Table 6 Fig. 8 of Frequencies and corresponding downtimes in Chart-9 that weathered bottles, and no ready products as components of external downtimes where very high, while Filler, Washer, EBI and Labeller were very high on the components of machine breakdown. Again, Pareto Analysis was applied to understand the area of focus when downtimes were grouped into 4M (Machine, Material, Method and Man), it was observed in Chart-10 and 11 of line 4 and 2 respectively, that Machine and Material problems took almost 80% of the entire problems. Tecnomatrix Plant Simulation Software was applied to further understand the hidden problems after all the data analysis. A model was developed that mimic the current production system to understand the causes of high machine downtimes and speed losses recorded in output of production against running time.
Downtimes Analysis Results: Grouped Downtimes (Machine, Planned and External)
Downtimes and Frequencies Results of Components of Machine, Planned and External Downtimes
TECNOMATRIX MODEL RESULT
The Discrete Continuous Modeling of Star Bottles on Conveyor System was built with Tecnomatrix Plant Simulation Software to monitor system behaviors, know the reasons for differences in production output of the two labellers of the same capacities and low OPI in line 4. Again ascertain the causes of high downtime in line 4 when compared to line 2. 
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT RESULT
From the result of model, the regulated line has speed losses which affected the output, hence the need to optimize the speed level to minimize speed losses and increase the OPI. Table 12 indicates the speed levels and corresponding sensors for the 12 experimental runs. Table 13 shows the result of the experiments showing production balance, starvation and failure.
The results of the Design of Experiment were shown on Tables 12 to 17 . Three experiments (6, 10 & 12) were selected as the experiments that gave optimal results. When the three experiments were ranked, experiment 6 was chosen as the best result with the following reasons: The output of experiment 6 was high compared to other two. The line was better balanced, 53% for CPL 111 and 47% for CPL 112 than in the other two experiments. Finally, only two sensors were changing from Nominal to high and from High to Nominal while other sensors remained unchanged. 
CONCLUSION
The first four stages of the objective, which is production system analysis, has revealed the followings; the ways of analyzing and grouping production system data to find the existing problems and area of focus in addressing the current problems. It revealed each category of the problems and magnitude in percentage of overall downtimes; it exposed the huge impact of external factors on production system performance. The result also revealed the imbalance in the output of labellers.
These led us to the stage two of the studies to understand the courses of imbalance in the outputs and high machine breakdown of line 4. The conceptual modeling revealed constraints to the production performance of the lines include the followings; Line 2 run on regulated continuous speed mode (0, 25, 50, 75, and 100%). Machines automatically adjust its speed to cope with minor failures, starvation and blockage thereby increasing production flow and speed losses of the production system. Nakajima [19] revealed that continuous flow guaranteed safety of equipment and reduces machine downtimes than system with frequent minor stoppages and downtimes. Line 4 was unregulated; either it produces at 100% speed or not producing (down). Because of high speed of the line, it recorded high machine downtimes compared to regulated line. As a result, high percentage of downtimes were recorded which affected the overall production performance of the system. It also revealed that although, line 2 was regulated, the sensor positions were not optimized which created the imbalance in the output of labeller CPL 111 & CPL 112 respectively and increase blockage and starvations.
To have 95% confidence of the conceptual model, experimental validation of production system was carried out on the production system through simulation. The result was validated. These led to the 4th stage of the studies, which adopt design of experiment to optimize sensor position to solve the imbalance in the output of labeller CPL 111 and CPL 112.
Design of experiment was carried out, which gave the result on Tables 13 to 14 . From the 12 experiments carried out, experiment 6 was the best alternative out of the best three experiments chosen. The gain from these studies between the current situation and experiment 6 was determined based on the four stages of the studies.
Nevertheless, the results of the implementation closely match with those of simulation study in Table 17 , where real test show the results in real life after the implementation. Table 17 shows the differences between the current and alternative situations of both our simulation as well as real life. The modification has a positive effect on the output and production balance. Besides, the production balance moves towards the 50/50 which was a constraint for a validated model. Nevertheless, in order to validate our modification, the modification is run for several weeks more. Now the 8-hour work shift has an output with 27,287 beer bottles more than the current situation. Savings are based on the difference between the current situations in our simulation model with the alternative situation, colored yellow. The Table 17 shows that the output per shift increases with an average of 11790 beer bottles and the production difference between the LABELLERs is reduced from 14% to 6%, with a total of 8%.
Comparing this amount with the amount of beer bottles that experiment 6 yields over the current situation it is still the best solution to implement experiment 6, as one can see in Table 15 . With an output of 447480 experiments 6 is still the best experiment. From the experimental analysis, experiment 6 should be implemented on the beer bottles production line. Remember that the pasteurizer and Filler are the bottleneck machines, and therefore these have a direct positive influence on the production output.
RECOMMENDATIONS
 Focus more on conveyors/lines. On all packaging lines the focus is on the machines. Several teams focus on improving machine efficiencies. Mostly the thoughts at company consists, that the line performance is determined by all machine performances, which is understandable. Nevertheless, the conveyors and buffers also play an important role in the line performance.
 Create an overview of the functioning of sensors on the production line. In order to Improving the efficiency between machines require a clear understanding of the function of the sensors, this will make the superficial inefficiencies of machines to be solved directly. This is also very useful to visualize the operation of the production line.  Improving the administration of changing small objects. The exchange of small objects (e.g., Teflon cylinders, glue sprayer) and their location is not registered by the maintenance department. Known is the amount of spare parts changed, but not the destiny of it. Therefore it is not possible to determine the frequency and amount of small objects changed on parallel machines.  Visualization of inefficiencies for operators.
At the moment every machine has its own 'light' that visualizes the machine state. Nevertheless, not everything is visualized. For example, when on the bottle washer a couple of fallen bottles block the entrance, no light is shown. Sometimes these fallen bottles cause a machine inefficiency of 11.5% (6 out of 52 empty pockets). Therefore an operator should know if fallen bottles are present at the entrance of the bottle washer. This can be done with another light for 'fallen bottles at entrance' in order to prevent machine inefficiencies  Labeller and Crowner should be monitored very closely; When a bad crown cork block the rectifier and prevent the crowner from crowning the bottles, delay by the operator to remove the bad crown cork can result in rejection of up to 10 bottles with extracts  Quality of raw material input to the system should be critically monitored; bad crown cork can cause a lot of downtime on Filler and create high extract losses. Supplier's capability assessment is very important to ensure that quality raw materials and spare parts are supplied to the company.
